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 In Taking Down Syndrome to School, Nick's story explains what Down Syndrome is and how it
affects children born with it. Each book carries a Kids' Quiz to bolster new details and Ten Tips
for Teachers to supply additional facts and ideas for teacher use. In addition, children whose
circumstances set them apart to be different commence to feel approved and safe. When read
out loud, other kids can recognize why a peer may be treated differently and begin to empathize
with them.These beautifully illustrated and fun-to-read storybooks simplify and normalize
complicated childhood conditions, like down syndrome.
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Do not buy this reserve thinking your child's classmates will have an increased opinion of your
son or daughter. I think this is an awful book, and could not browse this to my child. I cannot
imagine becoming described as this child was in this publication This child's eye were described
as being so slanted that people may forget what color they are. The statement is manufactured
they these children learn much slower. Didn't tell her my opinion about the reserve, but watched
her eyes get bigger and bigger, being extremely surprised this would also be published. It shows
how important would be to understand the variations and respect and also have empathy
towards the limitations one young child can have. Just a little dated. In addition, it addresses
how name-contacting hurts their feelings exactly like everyone else. It addresses teasing and
the usage of the "r-word. In some subjects, most evident, in others, these children learn at the
same rate, and our Zoey has exceeded a few of her classmates. I am so thankful I examine it
through without reading it with Zoey first. We work very hard to bolster her self-confidence.
Purchased this publication to talk with my sons classmates but I'd not really want them to read
this book. I am aware it is written to classmates, but I would not really need anyone in my own
Zoey's course reading it. I feel such as this is going for a step back No, No, Simply no! This book
isn't for the child that needs their ego boosted. We've come so far, Personally i think like this is
taking a step back. I read the whole issue with older elementary students. IT HAD BEEN Like It
Was DISCUSSED My Son Exactly. Great book! I have a girl who has Down syndrome and I wanted
books for her classmates to read which one is great! I loved how this publication was written -
thumbs up! I am attempting to remember other things I came across distasteful about this
reserve, but quite truthfully, threw it away after I read it the first time. It is extremely positive!
Nice book to introduction DS to Kids at School Nice and simple method to explain at school what
are the similarities and differences between typical children and Down Syndrome types. Many
of these children speak very well, and their vocabulary is fairly extensive.. Quiz is fantastic Good
perspective for older grades. Focuses on special education and doesn't talk much about
integration. I recognize these kids, learn at different rates, as well as typical kids. :(Quiz at end of
reserve is fantastic though and I altered that and used in combination with 1st graders. loved it!
Loved This Book. Great book Very well written. I Go through It To His First Quality Class. It
Provided AN EXCELLENT STARTING PLACE For Discussion On Variations And Inclusion. THE
YOUNGSTERS Enjoyed It! I'D RECOMMEND This Book. I am a school psychologist and i purchased
this to . Five Stars Enjoyed it then donated it to an elementary school library.. I am a school
psychologist and i purchased this to use at school for Down Syndrome Time. It seemed as well in-
depth for kindergarten but I read it with 1st grade, skimming over a few parts. Keep searching!
My grown daughter arrived in and I handed the publication to her the moment I read through it."
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